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RAL - RELATIONAL ALGEBRA LANGUAGE

ABSTRACT

This thesis describes a Data Base Management System (DBMS)

that has been designated and developed at the University of

St. Andrews, using a PDP 11/40 computer and the UNIX (1) operating

system.

The system is a general purpose Data Base Management System

supporting a relational view of data and has been developed for

applications of small and medium complexity and size.

At the level of the user interface, the system offers a sub¬

language based on the relational algebra, and the chosen operators

are similar to the ones suggested by Codd (2). This language

decision is in opposition to a sublanguage based on a first-

predicate calculus which other relational DBMS of similar

capabilities offer.

The thesis discusses the concepts on which the system is

based, the power of expression of the language offered to the

user of it and implementation techniques and related problems.

Furthermore, an evaluation of the implementation of RAL

suggests ways of improving the performance of the system

enhancing its power and flexibility.
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

Information is one of the most valuable assets that

society possesses as a whole and today, no analysis or planning

of society may seriously be done if the relevant information

is not readily available. Shortage of information makes the

testing of theories impossible, planning extremely difficult

and may even put human lives in danger. However, handling of

enormous quantities of data becomes a complicated and time

consuming task in itself. It is not uncommon for people

to have access to valuable information but because of lack

of necessary skills they can often not acquire it.

A solution to the problem of non-existent or ill-defined

mechanisms to collect information and easy retrieval of

information, is provided by a Data Base Management System

(DBMS). The central objective of a DBMS is to provide a

facility to store enormous quantities of data which can easily

be retrieved by a non-skilled user such as a planner, an economist

or a scientist.

Different models for a DBMS have been studied and from

those based on associations, networks, hierarchies, binary

relations and n-ary relations, a relational model (2) has

appeared to be a very interesting alternative for this study.

The ease of use of a system based on relations makes it particularly
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attractive to non-computer oriented people and enhances

the reliability of "programs" which access data in such

a system.

An additional feature offered by the relational

model and which is often and significantly missing in the

conception of other models, is that the relational model does

make a clear separation between the user's data model and the

underlying storage structure, thus making automatic storage

structure selection feasible. Hence, changes in the basic

mechanism for accessing physical data related to a particular

data base are transparent to the final user, for whom relations

in this data base have not changed at all.

Since a major argument against the relational model

has been that it could not be implemented efficiently, it has

been our desire to design and implement a Relational Data Base

Management System conceived as a testing vehicle for new techniques

geared to improve efficiency of such systems. Once this basic

system has been built, a stable version of it could certainly be

used for applications of small to medium complexity and size where

efficiency is a secondary factor. RAL - Relational Algebra

Language - was designed and implemented with these requirements

in view.

To consider RAL as a testing vehicle for new techniques

is difficult within the time of an M.Sc. project. Nevertheless,

we believe that two contributions are made. First, a modular

approach has been used in the design and implementation of RAL,

making it a good tool for experimentation through replacement

of its modules, thus allowing for concentration of research

efforts on significant components of relational data base
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management systems» Secondly, implementation and use of RAL

led us to the detection of areas of further research towards

better performance of relational data base management systerns„

An interface with the relational DBMS has to be offered to

users of such a system. Languages designed around a first order

predicate calculus were studied but even though they have a

considerable power of expression for most applications, it was

found that a language based on relational algebra adds a

further power of expression0 Furthermore, it is possible

to map an almost first predicate calculus language into a

relational algebra language (3), but the opposite transformation

is not known by the designer of RAL. Also, a "query-by-example"

language was considered but the provision of this facility

was finally left as an alternative for future consideration.

It should be noted that this last language alternative may

easily be implemented using an algebra language as the basis

to which "query-by-example" interactions are mapped.

For introductory purposes, we show a typical interaction

with RAL:

RESULTS -e f EMPLOYEES £ NAME, AGE J

In the relation EMPLOYEES name and age information is

held together wiLh other data. These items are to be

extracted and stored in a relation RESULT.



Thus if our relation EMPLOYEES is:

EMPLOYEES

NAME ADDRESS AGE

Fern California 32

Smith Sta.Monica 56

Cole Southampton 48

Perez Dundee 28

The resulting relation RESULT will be:

RESULT

NAME AGE

Fern 32

Smith 56

Cole 48

Perez 28

The example above has shown a query using the RAL

operators projection and assignment. A complete list and a

brief description of the operators and commands in RAL follows:

OPERATORS:-

assignment - assigns the value of a relational expression to

a relation.

average - calculates the statistical mean on numerical attributes
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cardinality - gives information on the number of tuples in a

relation.

division - plays the role of the for all quantifier of the

first order predicate calculus,

multiplication - generates the cartesian product on two relations,

projection - selects a subset of the set of attributes which

constitutes a relation,

restriction - selects tuples from a relation,

union - concatenates two relations.

COMMANDS

COPY - transfers data from files in the host operating

system into RAL's relations,

create - creates a new relation in the current data base.

CREATEDB - creates a new data base.

DESTROYDB - destroys an existing data base,

display - shows the content of a named relation.

Ral - invokes the RAL monitor.

smash - destroys a named relation in the current data base.

RAL was designed and developed at the University of

St. Andrews using a PDP 11/40 computer and the UNIX operating

system. The RAL system is entirely written in the high level

language C taking full advantage of UNIX which is also written

in C. Credit is due to the high standard of the software

tools offered by the chosen environment, namely UNIX for

the relatively quick and easy implementation of RAL which would

have taken longer in one of the alternative environments

available to us at the time.
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The thesis itself has been organised in seven chapters,

the first one being this introduction and the other

six dedicated to the discussion of particular aspects

of the different modules in which RAL has been constructed.

In chapter 2, a conceptual framework is presented forming

a common base for reference and discussion. The full retrieval

language is presented in details with examples of its use.

The reasons for the choice of operators, and the operators

themselves are discussed in this chapter.

The command language to interact with non-retrieval

functions is presented in chapter 3.

The theme in chapter 4 is a discussion of the overall

implementation of the RAL system and in particular, the

retrieval facilities. The alternatives open at every stage of

design and implementation are discussed and the reasons for

choosing any particular course of action are given. In some

cases further research or different techniques to the one

used by RAL are suggested.

A sample RAL interaction forms the subject of chapter 5.

A simple analytical model is presented in chapter 6. This

model becomes useful to discuss our own experience with RAL

as well as the experiences of many other workers in the field.

As a natural conclusion of this discussion, suggestions of

future work and research towards more efficient relational

data base management systems are made.

Finally, a complete review of the work done, achievements

and conclusions are presented in chapter 7.
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CHAPTER 2

THE RETRIEVAL SUB-LANGUAGE : A DESCRIPTION

2.1 INTRODUCTION

Due to the structural simplicity of the relational model,

Relational Data Base Management Systems are able to offer to

potential users the use of non-procedural languages which

specify what is to be found rather than how it is to be found. This

observation led us into considering a sublanguage based on one

of three main language approaches which are respectively known

as first order predicate calculus (9), relational algebra (3)

and query-by-example (12).

The availability of algorithms to translate from a non-algebraic

retrieval language, just short of being of the first order predicate

calculus type into a relational algebra language on the one hand,

whilst on the other, the lack of adequate resources (software,

hardware, experience etc.) for implementing a reasonable good

query-by-example language decided the matter in favour of an

algebraic type of language. Nevertheless, it should be noted

that the possibility of building a query-by-example or a first order

predicate calculus type of language on top of our relational algebra

language remains open for future extensions.

The interactions normally supported by a Data Base Management

System are of two basic types: retrieval and non-retrieval inter¬

actions. In a Relational Data Base provided with a relational algebra
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language, retrieval of data is regarded as the production of

the relation defined by an expression in relational algebra

form over the Data Base relations. Thus, non-retrieval inter¬

actions in a Relational Data Base are those operations not in¬

cluded in the above definition but supported by the Relational

Data Base Management System. The case of using relational ex¬

pressions to validate data as it is being input into a relation,

should be considered an exception to our definition of retrieval

interaction and, therefore, it must be considered an interaction

of the non-retrieval type. In the remainder of this chapter,

our interest is focused on retrieval interactions and consequently,

on that part of the user's language provided by RAL which deals

with retrieval of data.

2.2 BASIC CONCEPTS

In this section, the basic concepts of the relational model are

presented. These concepts will be used throughout this chapter

as well as elsewhere in this thesis. The terminology and

definitions follow conventional usage (2). It should be noted

by readers that this section discusses concepts and not the actual

retrieval sublanguage as offered by RAL.

2.2.1 DEFINITION

Let Dl, Dn be sets. A RELATION R on

Dl, Dn is a subset of the Cartesian Product Dlx xDn,

i.e.

R G D,x D„x xD , where D. is a set.1 2 n l

The relation R on D., D is called an n-ary RELATION.
l n

An n-ary relation is also known as a RELATION OF DEGREE n.
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The degree of relation R is denoted by deg R;

D. is called the i-th DOMAIN OF R;
1

The sets D , coo........ D on which R is defined are
1 n

called the UNDERLYING DOMAINS OF R:

The elements of a relation of degree n are called

n-TUPLES or just TUPLES for short;

The number of tuples in a relation R is called the

SIZE OF R;

A variable that assumes the values of the tuples of

R is known as a TUPLE VARIABLE.

2.2.2 DEFINITION

Let R be a relation on D, , D « The i-th domainI n

D. of R is SIMPLE if no member of D. is itself a set.
l l

2.2.3 DEFINITION

A relation R is in FIRST NORMAL FORM (or simply NORMAL) if

every domain of R is simple.

NOTE: All the relations considered in this thesis are normal.

2.2.4 DEFINITION

Let R be an n-ary relation and r an n-tuple of R. For

i in l,n J, r [ i ] designates the i-th component of r and is

called the i-th ATTRIBUTE of r, r [ i J is the value that occurs in

the i-th domain of R.

2.2.5 DEFINITION

Let A=a., , ........... a be a list of integers from the set
1 m

{1,2, ...n}. A is said to be a DOMAIN IDENTIFYING LIST for any

relation R of degree greater than or equal to n.

NOTES:

(i)

(ii)

(iii)

(iv)

(v)

(vi)
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2.2.6 DEFINITION

Let A be a domain-identifying list for R. Then A denotes

the DOMAIN IDENTIFYING LIST COMPLEMENTARY to A. The definition

of A follows:

A = {x in Z|x not in A, and A is domain identifying list for R}

where

Z = (yjy is a domain of relation R},

EXAMPLE

Consider a relation EMPLOYEES, which has the following

attributes:

NO, NAME, AGE, SECTION and COMMENTS

A domain identifying list for EMPLOYEES is:

L = NAME, AGE, SECTION

and the corresponding domain identifying list complementary

to L is:

L = NO, COMMENTS

2.2.7 DEFINITION

Let r be an n-tuple and p an m-tuple. The CONCATENATION of

r with p is the (n4m)-tuple (r /~1_7, r ZTnj', p ZTl_/>

p Cm^7) denoted by rp.

2.3 IDENTIFIERS

The remainder of this chapter is dedicated to a description

of the actual retrieval sublanguage offered by RAL to its users.

This section in particular, introduces the use of identifiers.

Identifiers are one of the three objects handled by RAL, the other

two being operators and constants. The RAL language recognises two
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categories of identifiers, RELATION IDENTIFIERS and ATTRIBUTE

IDENTIFIERS.

An identifier is the unique name given to a relation or

attribute. This name appears to RAL as a string of characters

headed by an alphabetic character and ended with a terminator ( a

blank space, a comma, a parenthesis or a new line character) which is

not part of the identifier.

The difference to RAL between a relation identifier and an

attribute identifier is:

(i) an attribute identifier always appears within

square brackets "£J" and

(ii) an attribute identifier has modes associated with it.

RAL modes for attribute identifiers are: integer, real

and character.

2.4 CONSTANTS

Constants are the same concept that we know from mathematics

and once they have been transported into RAL they appear as a

materialisation of a domain identifying list. Hence, we will

refer to them as constants and constant lists, meaning the

materialisation of a single attribute or the materialisation of a

domain identifying list.

In RAL context, we represent constants are follows:

*INTEGER CONSTANTS - taking values in the set of the integer

numbers, example 34.

*REAL CONSTANTS - taking values in the set of the real

numbers, example 1.25

*CHARACTER CONSTANTS - appearing as a string of alphanumeric

characters and surrounded by the symbol",

example : "house".



A constant list will always appear surrounded by round

brackets (), and the constants within the constant list will be

separated by commas. Example : (4, "house", 35.3).

2.5 OPERATORS

In RAL, we identify three classes of operators : Relation-to-

Scalar, Relation-to-Relation and (Relation x Relation)-to-Relation.

For consistency purposes, the value generated by the application

of a Relation-to-Scalar operator to a n~ary relation will be

written into a unary relation of size one.

Now, before a discussion of the operators is done and for

descriptive purposes, let us present the following relations to

be used in examples In the sequel of this chapter.

RELATION : EMPLOYEES

NO. NAME AGE SECTION COMMENTS

343 J. Smith 34 tools course A3, A5 and B2

251 K. Jones 25 Adm. Part—time

137 M. Fernandez 26 Labs. audiology

564 T. McKay 46 Adm.
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RELATION : PARTS

NUMBER NAME STOCK CRITLEVEL
'

100 shirts 50 10

101 trousers 45 5

102 shoes 80 20

103 belts 30 5

RELATION : CHILDREN

FATHER CHILDNAME AGE

K. Jones Adrian 4

T. McKay Michael 15

T. McKay Susan 10

2.5.1 RELATION-TO-SCALAR OPERATIONS

2.5.1.1 CARDINALITY ($)

Let R be a relation. CARDINALITY of R is denoted by

$R and is defined as:

$R = size of R (see DEFINITION 2.2.1 NOTE v)

EXAMPLE:-

Consider our relation EMPLOYEES, then

^EMPLOYEES

TOTAL

4
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2o5.lo2 AVERAGE ( % )

Let R be a relation. Let A be an attribute of R such that

the domain of A is the set of the integer or real numbers„

AVERAGE on attribute A is denoted by %R ZT A _7, and is defined as:

$R
E r. /"A]

i = 1

%R [ A J = where r^ denotes the i-th tupla of R.
$R

EXAMPLE:-

%EMPLOYEES CAGE J

AGE

30o 75

2.5.2 RELATION-TO-RELATION OPERATORS

2o5.2.1 PROJECTION (f)

Let R be a relation and A a domain-identifying list for R.

The PROJECTION of R on A is defined by:-

^R£AJ = {v£AJ | risa tuple of R }

EXAMPLE:-

fPARTS ZrNAME, STOCK J

NAME STOCK

shirts 50
trousers 45
shoes 80
belts 30
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REMARK

Projection provides an algebraic counterpart to existential

quantification in first-order predicate calculus. A discussion

and proof of this point is given by Codd in Section 4 of (3).

2.5.2.2 RESTRICTION ( '0')

Suppose R is an n-ary relation. A and B domain-identifying list

or only one of A and B a constant—list. Let @ be a boolean function

defined on A x B. The RESTRICTION of R is defined by:

R CA @ B J ={r|r is a tuple of R and @ = .true.}

EXAMPLE:-

PARTS i CRITLEVEL >C5) J

NUMBER NAME STOCK CRITLEVEL--

100 shirts 50 10

102 shoes 80 20

NOTE:

(i). The boolean functions already implemented in RAL,

are those based on the order relations:

>,> =,=, <=, and <.

(ii). New boolean functions and/or combinations of the

already existing ones can easily be embedded into

the current RAL system. See chapter 4 for a description

of this procedure.
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2.5.3 (RELATION x RELATION)-TQ-RELATION

2.5.3.1 UNION ( + ):

Let R1 and R2 be union compatible (see note below) relations.

The UNION of R1 and R2 is denoted by R1 + R2 and defined as:

R1 + R2 = {r|r is in R1 or r is in R2}

NOTE:

In RAL, we say that a pair of n-ary relations are union

compatible if both of them have been defined on the same underlying

domains.

EXAMPLE:-

Consider the following relation:

RELATION : ADDchildren

FATHER CHILDNAME AGE

T. Morris

T. Morris

Mary

Paul

10

8

Then,

CHILDREN + ADDchildren

FATHER CHILDNAME AGE

K. Jones Adrian 4

T. McKay Michael 15

T. McKay Susan 10

T. Morris Mary 10

T. Morris Paul 8
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NOTE:

Union is not a retrieval operator. Nevertheless, it

provides users of RAL with a facility to input bulk data into

relations of a data base. Thus, used in conjunction with the

RAL commands (see chapter 3) create and COPY acts as a mechanism to appent

tuples to a relation. An example of the use of union on the des¬

cribed context follows:

create ADDchildren (FATHER : clO, CHILD-NAME : 20, AGE : i)

COPY i + : DB/ADDchildren /asr/input-to-ADDchildren

CHILDREN -f- CHILDREN + ADDchildren

2.5.3.2 DIVISION ( : ).-

Let R1 and R2 be relations of degree n and m, respectively.

Let A and B be domain-identifying lists (without repetitions) for

R1 and R2 respectively. Let A denotes the domain-identifying

list that is complementary to A. Providing that R1 [ A J and

R2 [ B ] are union-compatible, the DIVISION of R1 on domains

A by R-2 on domains B is denoted by R1 [ A : B J R2 and it is

defined as:-

R1 ZT A : B _7 R2 = {R1 [ A J | r is in Rl, and for all p in R2 there
exists t in Rl such that

(r £ A J =tZT A J and tZ~A7"=pZTB_7) }

EXAMPLE:-

EMPLOYEES [ NAME : FATHER J CHILDREN

NO. AGE SECTION COMMENTS

251 25 adm. part-time

564 46 adm.
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REMARK:-

DIVISION provides an algebraic counterpart to the

Universal Quantifier of a first-order predicate calculus

language. For a discussion of this point see (3).

2.5.3.3 PRODUCT ( * ).-

Let R1 and R2 be relations of degree n and m respectively.

The product of R1 and R2 is the relation of degree (n+m) denoted

by R1 * R2 and defined as:

R1 * R2 = {rs|r is in R1 and s is in R2}

EXAMPLE:-

Let us consider the following relation :

RELATION : PLANTS

PLANTNAME COUNTY

DUNDEE

DERBY

TAYSIDE

DERBYSHIRE

Then,

PARTS * PLANTS

NUMBER NAME STOCK CRITLEVEL PLANTNAME COUNTY

100 shirts 50 10 Dundee Tayside
100 shirts 50 10 Derby Derbyshire
101 trousers 45 5 Dundee Tayside
101 trousers 45 5 Derby Derbyshire
102 shoes 80 20 Dundee Tayside
102 shoes 80 20 Derby Derbyshire

103 belts 30 5 Dundee Tayside
103 belts 30 5 Derby Derbyshire
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2.6 EXAMPLES OF THE USE OF RAL

Some aspects of the activities of a college or university are

modelled using a relational data base. This hypothetical data base

to be used in examples of RAL retrieval interactions contains the

following relations:

STUDENT (NAME, ADDRESS, AGE)

SUBJECT (SUBJNAME), SUMMARYOFCONTENT)

DEPARTMENT (DEPTNAME, FACULTY, ADDRESS)

COURSE (DNAME, SNAME)

CLASS (SUBJECTNAME, DEPNAME, STUDENTNAME)

RESULTS (SUBJECTED, STUDENTID, MARK, YEAR)

CURRICULUMART1 (NAME)

CURRICULUMART2 (NAME)

NOTES:— Ci) . ATTRIBUTES appear in round brackets

(ii). Domain Identifying key is underlined.

In the sequel, a set including seven queries which have different

degrees of complexity is presented below, thus giving some indications of

the power of expression and ease of use of RAL.

SAMPLE QUERIES

(i). Determine the average age of the students in the college.

%STUDENT i AGE J

(ii). Find the number of departments in this college offering

"MATHEMATICSl" as a course.

$ COURSE jTSNAME = ("MATHEMATICS1") J

(iii). List the names of those students reading "MATHEMATICS1" in any

department of the college.

t {CLASS C SUBJECTNAME = ("MATHEMATICS1") J] CSTUDENTNAME J

(iv). Find all the courses (subjects) given by the department of

"ACCOUNTANCY"

i {COURSE C DNAME = ("ACCOUNTANCY") J) [ SNAME J
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(v)o List the names of those students who passed "MATHEMATICS!" in

the year 1975

+{(RESULTS Z7SUBJECTID; YEAR = ("MATHEMATICSl" 1975) J]

£ MARK > (60) J } CSTUDENTID J.

(vi)c Find the names of those students reading the full curriculum for

first year of arts.

f{CLASS £SUBJECTNAME : NAME J CURRICULUMART1}

£STUDENTNAME Jo

(vii)o List the names of those students reading full curriculum for

first year art as well as names of those reading full

curriculum for second year arts0

f{CLASS JSUBJECTNAME : NAME J CURRICULUMART1 + CLASS

/SUBJECTNAME : NAME J CURRICULUMART2} £ STUDENTNAMEJ.

2.7 COMPLETENESS

Before conclusions on the retrieval power of RAL are drawn,

a point should be made regarding the completeness of the chosen set

of retrieval operators included in the RAL retrieval sublanguage. In

earlier paragraphs in this chapter, a brief discussion on the type of

retrieval language to be supported by RAL has been made but nothing

has been said about the reasons for the choice of RAL's set of relational

algebra operators. Clearly, the selection of a particular set of

relational operators determines the retrieval power, the difficulty

of use and the potential applications of the language. Hence, a

discussion of the criteria for selection of operators is in place.

Codd's paper "Relational Completeness of Data Base Sublanguages"

(3) sets the theoretical basis to determine how complete a selection

capability is provided in a retrieval sublanguage. Towards this end,

he firstly defines a relational algebra and a relational calculus and

proceeds his exposition with the presentation of an algorithm

for reducing an arbitrary calculus expression into a semantically
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equivalent relational algebra expression, thus completing the

description of what have become a well known and accepted theoretical

yardstick^

As established earlier, RAL's retrieval capabilities are based on the

relational algebra,, Hence, in order to assess the retrieval capabilities
of RAL, a comparison between RAL's and Codd's set of operators

should be made. Once that essential differences are found, the reasons

for the differences and their effect in the RAL system have to be

discussed and evaluated.

The significant differences that we detect are:

(i). RAL does not provide any of intersection, difference nor join

operators, as they have been defined by Codd;

(ii). RAL offers operators such as average and cardinality which
are not part of Codd's proposals; and

(iii)o RAL defines a more general restriction operator than Codd's one.

To include in the RAL sublanguage operators such as average

and cardinality certainly is not a significant expansion of the

retrieval facilities of RAL but nevertheless the inclusion in

RAL is a recognition of the need for a built-in set of operators

which play a similar role to built-in functions in high-level procedural
languages.

Since the publication of Codd's paper (3), it has been proved

that a proper subset of those operators originally proposed by
Codd can, in fact, have the same retrieval capabilities as the

whole set. R. Pecherer in his PH.D dissertation proves the above

point when discussing the concept of ^-derivable relational operators

(section 2.4 of (7)). Thus, the basis on which the RAL set of operators

was chosen can be outlined as:

(i). RAL's set of operators must have at least the same retrieval
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capabilities as Codd's set and

(ii)„ If we define two sets of operators to be computationally

equivalent if and only if operators of any one of the two sets

can be derived (7) from the operators in the other set,

and given a collection of computationally equivalent sets of

operators complying with (i) above, the RAL set of operators

should be the one easiest to use and learn of the collection.

Following the above logic, it was found that the operators

division,projection, product and restriction (extended) constituted a

set of algebra operators complying with (i) and (ii). An in-depth

discussion of the topic can be found in (7). Union, average and

cardinality operators were added as a contribution to a better

understanding and easier use of the RAL system by potential users.

2.8 CONCLUSIONS

In this chapter, basic concepts of the relational model were

introduced and a description of the retrieval facilities in RAL was

presented.

The choice of a retrieval language based on relational algebra in

opposition to a first-order predicate calculus or query-by-example were

discussed. The particular set of relational algebra operators supported

by RAL was reviewed to determine the strength of RAL regarding

completeness and ease of use of its retrieval language. Thus, a section

including sample queries was presented which is followed by a section

discussing the completeness of the RAL set of algebra operators.

Finally, we came to support the view that in a relational data base

management system, it is not necessary to resort to a huge set

of retrieval operators which, because of its conception, overlap in

their functions without adding any retrieval power to the data base

system and, at the same time, make the use of the system more
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difficult. Hence, I believe that the retrieval kernal for

experimentation/research on retrieval data base management system

can be small, compact and yet powerful, as RAL's retrieval

language demonstrate. Coincidentally, the same kernal is a

sound basis for a user's interface which is simple and pleasant

to interact with.
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CHAPTER 3

NON-RETRIEVAL OPERATIONS

3.1 INTRODUCTION

This chapter describes all of the RAL commands. In

this way we emphasize the difference between the RAL-retrieval

language already described in the previous chapter and the

command language which is conceived as the front-end to the

non-retrieval facilities offered by the RAL data base

management system. Thus, the RAL-command language give access

mainly to administrative facilities to RAL users. In

particular, the data base administrator through the use of

the RAL command language, is given the basic mechanisms to

monitor changes and developments in those data bases

of his/her responsibility. To the experimenter on relational

data base systems, the non-retrieval facilities of RAL are

the operational ground from which research on more important

areas of such systems can be initiated.

RAL distinguishes two different levels of commands : the

UNIX level and the RAL level. Commands at the UNIX level

appear to the user as an ordinary UNIX command. However,

once the user has input the UNIX command "RAL", the user can

no longer execute the commands at the UNIX level unless the

user exits RAL . On the other hand, commands at the RAL level



are for the RAL monitor (to be described later in this chapter

and in chapter 4), and if they are invoked from outside RAL,

they will not be recognized by RAL.

A list and description of the commands follow:-

3.2 UNIX LEVEL

All of these commands may only be called from the UNIX

user's directory. A description of the commands which includes

details of the parameters used by each of them when called is

given below.

3.2.1 CREATEDB

It creates a new data base. When this command is

executed, it creates the file "data" (See chapter 4) and the

system relations RELATION and ATTRIBUTE which are the admini¬

strative kernel of the RAL system.

USE :

CREATDB new

In this example, the data base "new" is created.

3.2.2 DESTROYDB

Destroys a named data base. It erases the file "data",

and the system relations RELATION and ATTRIBUTE, corresponding

to the data base being destroyed.

USE :

DESTROYDB temp

The data base "temp" is destroyed as a result of the

invocation of DESTROYDB.

3.2.3 COPY

This command transforms a UNIX file into a RAL-relation or
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vice versa. The format specifications of the UNIX file are

practically non-existant; i.e. the UNIX file is almost in free

format.

USE:
COPY i-o tuple-mark end-mark DB/relation UNIX file

where
i-o is either

i : to transform a UNIX file into a RAL-relation or

o : to transform a RAL-relation into a UNIX file.

'tuple-mark' is the non-blank character used to separate
tuples in the UNIX file.

'end-mark' is the non-blank character used to mark the
end of the UNIX file.

'DB/relation' this parameter is composed of two parts,
separated by a slash (/). The parts are:

DB : is the name of the data base in which
the relation lives and

relation : is the name of the particular
relation.

3.2.4 RAL

This command initiates activity with the RAL level of

commands and it also activates the interpreter for the query

sublanguage. For the UNIX user, this command appears as the key

to gain access to the RAli system. "Ral" calls the RAL monitor which

is used to write queries to RAL; Ral also opens all of the system

files and relations. The principles to write queries into the RAL

monitor are the same as the ones used for writing files using

the UNIX editor. In fact, when the monitor is called it opens a UNIX

file for storage of queries and other interactions to RAL. When

interacting with the RAL monitor, the character '?' has the special

meaning of being used as the terminator of a complete set of queries.
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3.3 RAL LEVEL

Once a line of communication with RAL has been established

through the use of the Ral command, a new and different set of

commands are available to the user. The environment defined

by the invokation of Ral is known as the 'monitor'. While in the

monitor it is possible to mix commands (RAL-level) with

queries. A list of RAL-level commands, i.e. commands appearing

in the monitor follows

3.3.1 create.-

Creates a new relation in the current data base.

This means that the file to hold the new relation as well as the

necessary administrative files will be created or altered. A tuple

will be added to the system relation, RELATION, containing

detailed information of the relation being created. Also,

one tuple for every attribute of this relation will be added

to the system relation, ATTRIBUTE, with relevant details of that

particular attribute.

USE :

create arelation (attname:type ZT , attname:type J );

where,
*/T"object" - means one or more optional repetitions

of "object".

*arelation - is the name of the relation to be created.

*attname - is the name of an attribute of that relation.

*atype - can take the values:

i , for an attribute containing integer numbers

f , for an attribute containing real numbers.

cN , c - means a string of alphanumeric characters
in that attribute and

N - is the maximum number of characters
allowed in that attribute as a value.
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*the character semi-colon (;) - is used as a separator
of queries and/or commands
(it will also appear in
other examples).

3.3.2 smash.-

Destroys the relation named in the argument of

"smash". It erases the file(s) used by the relation being

smashed and it also deletes the corresponding entries in the

system relations, RELATION and ATTRIBUTE.

USE :

smash arelation ;

where,
*arelation - is a relation in the current data

base which the user wants to destroy.

3.3.3 display.-

Shows the content of a particular relation in

the current data base.

USE :

display arelation ;

where,
*arelation - is a relation in the current data base.

3.4 CONCLUSION

An introduction of the non-retrieval facilities of RAL

has been presented. It is clear that none of these facilities

adds any retrieval power to the system. Nevertheless, they prove

to be effective tools to the data base manager as well as to final

users. Without this supporting set of functions, it will be clumsy

for final users to specify queries and it will be difficult to follow

the development and transformation of data bases existing in the

system through any period of time. The latter is of importance
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to the data base administrator who needs to monitor the state of

existing data bases in the system, at any given time.

During development time of the RAL system, all of the

functions described in this chapter proved to be very effective

in the implementation and testing of other parts of

the system. Functions like CREATEDB, DESTROYDB, create, display

and others provided the basic mechanisms with which our

retrieval facilities were tested.

Hence, as a guideline to future implementations of

relational data bases, or for the redesign of RAL itself, we feel that

it is convenient to first implement some of the non-retrieval facilities

of the sort described in this chapter and then that part of the

system which includes the retrieval facilities. Note that this

requirement implicity demands the implementation of at least

one access method (see chapter 4) before any non-retrieval

facility is implemented.
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CHAPTER 4

IMPLEMENTATION

4.1 A GENERAL DESCRIPTION

The description of implementation details of any computer system

often, if not always, is an arid subject to read or write about,

no matter how simple the system. For this reason and in order to

clarify obscure parts of the general description of RAL's

implementation, a heavy use of graphical illustration has been

made throughout this chapter.

In a Relational Data Base Management System, the relational

view of data held by users does not necessarily need to be kept

in the computer's physical storage in a form resembling "tables".

In fact, as it has already been pointed out elsewhere in this thesis

there are advantages and it is a requirement of relational data base

management systems that data stored at the lowest level of data bases

should be structured independently of the relations that they

represent. Hence, a mapping mechanism of great generality is

needed for transformation of data seen as relations at the user's

level into data stored and structured usually in different forms

and physical mediums at the lowest level (physical discs, core tapes,

etc) of data bases. Of course, the inverse transformation also needs

to be included as part of this mapping mechanism.
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From the discussion in the previous paragraph the need for

at least two communication interfaces emerges clearly. These

interfaces can be better described as:

(i)o a means of communication between the facilities

supported by the Relational Data Base Management System

and users of such system;

(ii). a need to communicate data and describe its structure

to the primitives which manage data in the underlying

storage devices„ In most cases, these primitives

are part of an operating system's set of facilities.

A graphical representation of the general problem of

implementing a Relational Data Base Management System is given by

Figure 4.1 below.
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user user
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FIGURE 4.1
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Provision for the above described communications interfaces

has been made in RALo At the user's level, RAL supports two

complementary interfaces, a retrieval sublanguage and a command

type of language described in chapters 2 and 3 of this thesis,

respectively0 The RAL low level interface is constituted by a set

of primitives known as the Access Methods to be discussed in

section 4o6 of this chapter,,

On the implementation of RAL's command language, because of

the way that UNIX conceptualises and implements processes, heavy

use of the UNIX shell (UNIX's command interpreter) has been made

to produce a neat implementation of RAL's commando The general

scheme followed in the implementation of commands at the UNIX

level, i.e. a command to be recognised by the UNIX shell can be

depicted as follows:

(i)o Count and digest the parameters of the calling

command. The C program (13) to do it.

main (argc, argv)

int argc;

char *argc [ ]; {co« (body of the program)...}

(ii) Set up all the necessary processes and pipes for process

communications, thus assigning tasks and therefore,

responsibilities to clearly identified processes.

Consequently, error recovery becomes a trivial matter.

It should be noted that the version of RAL for Mini-

UNIX (14) does not use pipes, therefore process

communication is restricted and error recovery is

achieved by more conventional means.

(iii). Return to the UNIX's environment i.e. control is given

back to the UNIX shell.
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A command appearing within the RAL monitor is detected by

searching of a keyword table. Once the command is identified,

processing of it is similar to the processing of a command at the

UNIX level. To achieve this similitude of processing, a template of

argc and *argv [ ] is built and thereafter, a call to the relevant

routine for the command is made. The advantage of the outlined scheme

is that in this way a high ratio of sharing of code is possible,

for instance, the code to create a temporary relation is essentially

the same than the one used to create a permanent relation. Another

example among several others is the implementation of the assignment

operator (not a command) which uses most of the code for the

command create.

Implementation and embedding of retrieval sublanguage into the

RAL system is the major subject for discussion in the sequel of

this chapter. Since a modular approach towards the implementation

of the retrieval sublanguage was adopted, a discussion of the

constitutive modules of such an implementation seems to be

in place. The recognizable modules of the retrieval sublanguage

and its embedding into RAL are:

(i)„ scanner

(ii). parser

(iii)o interpreter

(iv). operators

(v). access method and physical layout of data.

A detailed discussion of each of the named modules follow in the

next sections.
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4.2 SCANNER

The scanner has been divided into two levels of operation

in order to cope effectively with the ambiguity created by having

the same rules for name construction of attributes and relation

identifiers. It is the context within which identifiers appear

that differentiate them.. Thus, attribute identifiers are only found

within square brackets while relation identifiers occur elsewhere

in the command or query.

For no other reason than simplicity of implementation, LR

techniques (15) have been used to generate both level of the

scanner. Figures 4.2 and 4.3 are the state diagrams for the

relation and attribute levels of the scanner respectively.
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The coding of the state diagrams is very simple indeed.

In both cases, the code is based on a switch statement

embedded in a while loop (13). Special characters in the input

string are:

(i). ; is a statement (command/query) terminator,

(ii). ? indicates to the RAL monitor that processing

of the commands and queries submitted should

start and

(iii). £ and J change the environment from relation level

to attribute level ( [ ) and then back again ( J ).

A typical token appearing in the output string of the scanner

is depicted in Figure 4.4 below.

TOKEN

class

FIGURE 4-4

where,
CLASS,identifies a valid object,and
POINTER is sone type of pointer to a relevant

"adninistrative structure in the Data Base",



As stated in our previous discussion of commands in

chapter 3, a data base in RAL describes itself using at least

two system's relations which are known as RELATION and ATTRIBUTE.,

Figures 4.5 and 4.6 show the relationship between these

system's relations and the respective tokens output by the

scanner. The handling of constants (and constant lists)

has to be organised differently due to the fact that they are

not resident data in the data base but they only occur

in a particular query or command; hence tables built and managed

at run time constitute the solution to this dichotomy. Figure

4.7 presents the structure of the constant tables and their

relationship with the output of the scanner.

RELATION IDENTIFIER:

RELATION, id-no.

Relation = RELATION

rel Name rel Owner : •

where,
CLASS = 1 ,identifies a RELATION identifier,andPOINTER = RELATION.id-no.,points to the relevant position

in the adninistrative relation RELATION.

FIGURE 4-5
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ATTRIBUTE LIST
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where,
CLASS = 2 ,identifies an ATTRIBUTE LIST,and
POINTER points to the relevant position in ATT-LIST,which

contains pointers to the administrative relation
ATTRIBUTE. Only those attributes which occur
in the present query have an entry in ATT-LIST.

FIGURE 4.6
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Finally, a fourth type of token is generated by the scanner.

This token has the same shape than the other three already

described but now its CLASS field can take any value between

4 and 21 (or any positive integer greater than 4, indeed),

each of which correspond to an operator in the relational algebra

language. The POINTER field points to an entry in the RELATION

relation which is divided into a permanent relations area and a

temporary relations area thus making an effective use of shared

code after a few parameters have been set„ Figure 4o8 fully

depicts the above description.

OPERATOR IDENTIFIER

21 ■RELATION, id-no
.__J (temp)

Relation •.

Rel Name
RELATION
Rel Owner

R temps

where,
CLASS takes values between 4 and 21,each of then repre¬

senting a particular operator.
POINTER again points to an entry in the adninistrative

table RELATION,but this tine,it points to an
entry under the line drawn by Rtenps which
narks the border between two different areas
in the relation RELATION. The top area to be used
by pernanent relations,and the botton area to be
used by tenporary relations. FIGURE 4-8
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Thus, summarising all of our discussion on the scanner,

it can be said that the scanner receives as input, a string of

characters which is processed using LR techniques and finally

delivers as its output a string of tokens representing RAL's valid

objects to be further processed by the next section, the parser„

4.3 PARSER

4.3.1 INTRODUCTION

The discussion of the scanner in the previous section suggests that

indeed, we are dealing with a context-sensitive language according

with definitions found in the literature on formal languages (16,17).

Because of this, one could hold the opinion that a Double-Level

Grammar of the type defined by Craig Cleaveland and R. Uzgalis (18)

would have been more appropriate to fully describe the RAL retrieval

sublanguage than our attempt in chapter 2 where for description

purposes, a conventional methodology in relational theory

(2,3,7,9,10,11), i.e. set theory algebra etc., was preferred on the

belief that using this form of description, casual users of the

data base system will understand the retrieval language more easily.

Nonetheless, if not the mechanisms, the principles of split grammar

(Double-level grammars) were applied to the design of the parser, and

to some extend to the scanner(as it could be seen in a review of the

previous section), thus two broad contexts were identified, namely,

relation and attribute contexts. A practical implementation

of the split concept was achieved by the use of a queue as an

additional data structure available to the parser. Once that the

split mechanism was provided, the simplest parsing techniques could

be used advantageously. Hence, a parser based on operator

precedence (section 6.1 of (19)) techniques was designed and

implemented thus avoiding an unnecessary complex and sometimes
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costly implementation. A detailed description of this parser

is given below„

REVERSE
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4„ 3.2 RULES

We differentiate two sets of rules, a MAIN body of rules and a

set of rules to deal with special cases. The special rules known

as SQ-QUEUE rules become valid by activation from the MAIN set of

rules. For explanation purposes, refer to figure 4.9.

4.3.2.1 MAIN

1. RELATION IDENTIFIERS (tokens of type = 1) go straight (in

figure 4.9)through the junctions A and B to joint

the queue REVERSE.

2. OPERATORS (tokens of type > 3) look at the top of the STACK

and take a course of action according to:

(i). The operator indicates the end of statement

and, therefore, it stops parsing of the query

and calls the INTERPRETER into action (see

INTERPRETER) in section 4.4 of this chapter).

(ii). The operator "}" pops all the operators in the

STACK as far down as "{" into REVERSE. It also

deletes its corresponding as well as itself.

(iii). The operator " £ " shuts the MAIN ROAD (see figure

4.9) to REVERSE (from INPUT) at junction B and opens the

SQ-BRACKET road instead. SQ-QUEUE set of rules

are called into action until the operator " J "

arrives to junction B returning control to the set

of rules MAIN.

(iv). The operator " J " shuts the SQ-BRACKET road,

reopens the MAIN road to REVERSE and if QUEUE contains

only one element processing continues as normal, it moves

the content of QUEUE (in queue discipline) and the
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operator in BOX (in that order) back

in front of the input stream,, Processing continues

as normal from this point„ The attribute bracket

" J " also deletes its corresponding " [ " as well

as itselfo

(v)o The restriction operators (@ :: =<:<=:=:>=:>)

behave like any other operations except that

whenever a restriction operator has to move

into REVERSE, first the content of QUEUE moves

into REVERSE (in queue discipline) and then the

restriction operator goes into REVERSE in the usual

way c

(vi)o Now, in the general case, if the class of the

Incoming Operation (10) is less or equal than

the operator at the Top of the Stack (TSO)

then the STACK pops the TSO into REVERSE and 10

repeats the comparison, this time with the new TSO,

if any. No operator in the STACK is considered

below the lowest class of operator*

(vii). If 10 is greater than TSO then 10 is pushed into the

STACK.

4.3.2.2 SQ-QUEUE

1. ATTRIBUTE IDENTIFIERS (tokens of type = 2) and CONSTANTS

(tokens of type = 3) go directly into QUEUE;

2. The only operator to occur (between ( J ) is kept into BOX,

until the operator " J " arrives returning control to

MAIN.

4.4 INTERPRETER

The input to the interpreter is provided by REVERSE (see section
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4c3) in a queue discipline, The interpreter takes tokens from

REVERSE and keeps them until it finds a token representing

an operator„ Once that the operator has been found the actions

taken by the interpreter are:

(i)o identification of the operator,

(ii). a limited semantic and further syntactical analysis of

the operator and operands,

(iii). creation of temporary relation, if required, to hold

intermediate results. This task is done by the

"temp-rel" function,

(iv). calling of the relevant routine to execute the action

demanded by the operator; the input to this routine is

the set of tokens (attribute identifiers, constant lists

and relation identifiers) already collected by the

interpreter,,

(v)o on returning from the routine described in (iii) above,

collection of results in either a temporary relation

to be used for further processing by other operators

or in a permanent relation ending the processing of the

present query and,

(vi). finally, cleaning and adjustment of parameters, arrays

and pointers in preparation for further processing

(another operator) if required,,

Of all the actions, (i), (ii), and (iv) are executed by the

program "interp ()" which is the main part of the interpreter0

Step (iii) is described in details in section 4.5 : operators.

Finally, step (vi) is the responsibility of the program "fix-REVERSE"

and the variable "adjuster".
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4.5 OPERATORS

A description of the input requirements and expected output

of the functions which effectively do the work of the algebra operators

is given in this section. Details regarding the implementation

of these functions - operator functions - can be skipped all

together with the exception of mentioning that these functions in

their lower interface to the system, i.e. the interface

closer to the physical store of the computer, call on a set

of routines called the "Access Methods". The Access Methods can

be described as a tuple at a time input/output facility. A more

complete description of the Access Methods is given in the next

section. The description of the operators follows:

4.5.1 CARDINALITY

The function cardinality is called with two parameters,

the second one specifies the relation to which the result will

be assigned and the first parameter identifies a relation identifier

(token of type 1).

4.5.2 PROJECTION AND AVERAGE

These two functions are called with three parameters:

(i). the first token (from left to right) identifies a relation

to be projected,

(ii). the second token refers to a list of attributes to be

projected and

(iii)o the last token identifies the result relation.

4.5.3 MULTIPLICATION and UNION

When these functions are called, they require three tokens of type

l,i.e. relation identifiers. Two of these three tokens represent

the two relations to be used as input and the third token designated
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the destination of the output.

4.5.4 ASSIGNMENT

This function requires only two parameters, an input relation

(token of type 1) and an output relation. It should be pointed out

that an assignment operation implicitly creates a new relation

(and destroys the existing relation with the same name, if there is

any), in other words, the assignment function may be considered

as a more sophisticated version of the command "create".

4.5.5 RESTRICTION

This function requires four tokens as input parameters, one of

which will be used as output as well. The first of the four tokens

designates the relation to be restricted, two of the others identify
the list of attributes (constants) on which restriction is being

applied, and finally the fourth token on input designates the

particular operator (<, <=, =,> =,> ) to be used and on output,

it designates the relation to which the result has to be directed.

4.5.6 DIVISION

It requires five tokens, four as input parameters and the

fifth one represents the result relation. Of the four tokens

acting as input, two designate relations and the other two

represent lists of attributes in the relations to be divided.

4.6 ACCESS METHODS

This section describes a set of facilities which use is

shared by the command language as well as the retrieval sublanguage.
These facilities as a whole, represent the bottom-end interface of

RAL from a users point of view. This interface interacts directly to

the virtual machine i.e. the hardware plus the operating system (or
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the part of the operating system being used, if any).

Primarily, the Access Methods acts as the manager of a tuple

oriented input/output facility.

In the RAL case, an experimental model is required at this

level such that basic requirements for input/output are

satisfied within a reasonable time, which is mostly determined by

how long users are prepared to wait for replies to their

queries. Thus, in the general framework of RAL being firstly,.

a research vehicle into relational data bases and secondly, a

product for final consumption, the determining factors for the

implementation of the Access Methods module, in a preliminary

approach were:

(i). simple to implement and

(ii). reasonably efficient (in terms of our discussion

above).

The requirements of a simple implementation for the Access

Methods favours those sets of functions which preferably

(a) rely on input/output primitives of a host operating

system

(b) are based on reliably and well established algorithms

(c) use conventional hardware

(d) do not require modifications of the input/output

primitives provided by the host operating system and

(e) are not too numerous in their constitutive elements

(functions).

On the other hand, and many times in contradiction with

the simplicity criterium, efficiency of the Access Methods

demands for:

(a) Input/output traffic between main store (often, fast
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core memories) and secondary store (normally provided

by discs, drums and magnetic tapes) be kept to an optimised

minimum and

(b)o Full use of expensive facilities in the computer system should

be attempted at all times thus input/output buffers (and cache

memory if any) should always have valid data in them,

processor(s) should be kept engaged on useful tasks etc.

Thus, a decision was reached and the input/output facilities

provided by the UNIX operating sytem were found to be very

suitable to the requirements outlined earlier. UNIX provides a

buffering strategy which certainly is not ideal but nevertheless,

suffice our present needs. An immediate and probably a considerable

improvement in the response time of RAL (as well as UNIX)would be an

increase of the number of buffers provided for input/output by UNIX.

A second but not so obvious improvement of the response time of RAL

could be achieved by a change in the strategy of UNIX's management of

buffers (and block devices as known in UNIX) favouring RAL usage of

buffers rather than being fair to all the users of the UNIX

operating system. Certainly, this last alternative has to be

considered carefully and externally to this thesis due to the fact

that it means departure from the standard UNIX operating system.

At this stage of the discussion, it should be pointed out that the

problems associated with the buffering of input/output as well as

file organisation to be discussed shortly afterwards, must be singled

out due to the tremendous impact that they have in the responsiveness

of any data base system, in particular, those of the relational

type where RAL is included.

On passing, it should also be observed the ease with which new

device drivers can be added to the UNIX system and, therefore, also
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made available to RAL, thus allowing for early experimentation

on the efficiency of new hardware in the context of relational

data base management system. For this purpose, note that main

memory is treated by UNIX as just one more peripheral.

Before we abandon the discussion of the use of UNIX by RAL,

a drawback which affects mainly experimentation with the Access

Methods and the interpreter modules ought to be mentioned.

Because of the occurrence of the problem identified as synchron¬

ization races and better described by K. Thompson in "UNIX

implementation" (20), the synchronization of processes in a

multiprocessor configuration represents a major difficulty which

has to be overcome before multiprocessing is attempted in RAL.

Nevertheless, elements towards a solution exists and practical

approaches like the one made by Lycklama and Christensen (21) have

been known recently.

Finally, regarding the file organisation, as a first

and obvious solution, relations are mapped onto UNIX files

which appear to the user as sequential files. Techniques based

on indexes, hashing, B-trees and variations of them were also

considered and finally left to be further investigated outside

the stage of the project being described. Certainly, the application

of these techniques would have improved the responsiveness of RAL

by a considerable factor but their use would have meant that

UNIX's input/output routines had to be modified. Inclusion of these

techniques in RAL could only be done after careful study of the

RAL version in which they will be included. Side effects and

problems occurring in the use of these techniques are not always

clearly identifiable. A well known case is that of a potential

deadlock when two processes multiprocessor configuration assumed)
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try to update the same B*-trees (5). Thus, inclusion of the

techniques under discussion call for consideration of the new

problems (often created by side-effects) introduced and their

solution. More elements and a more general perspective to the

discussion are given in chapter 6.

4.7 CONCLUSIONS

The description and discussion of the implementation

of RAL seems to suggest that for a research vehicle in relational

data base management systems is advantageous in the first

implementation, to rely on a hosting operating system which

provides with tools and facilities to the building of modules of

the research system. Once the first version of the research system

has been built (in a modular fashion) experimentation with it

will force modifications to the operating system and lead towards

an experimental data base machine. It should be noted that only

those versions of the research system that have not departed

from the standard operating system could possibly be used by a

community of final users. Nevertheless, the use of this by¬

product (the preliminary versions of the research vehicle)

should be encouraged, thus allowing for the collection of vital

statistics which could be used in future research.
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CHAPTER 5

AN EXAMPLE

A sample run of RAL is included in this chapter,, A database

which represents some of the relationships that could exist

among different subjects/objects of a hypothetical medical

centre is created.,

Once that the data base has been created, the first interactions

with it are the creation of the relations: patient, newpat,

COMPUTER and printer.. Taking the relation patient as the typical

case in the data base, the attribute number identifies the patient

(acting as identifying key domain) and the attribute factor

could be the representation of the result of a particular test

applied to patients*

In the next few batches of interactions, firstly the

command COPY is used to fill newly created relations with data

already stored (in non-relational form) in UNIX files held under

the directory /usr/jorge/RAL, then the content of the relations

is displayed and finally, monitoring of the changes is made

through the display of the system's relations RELATION and

ATTRIBUTE„

Next, the use and effects of the assignment operator are shown

and followed shortly by the use of the smash command* Note that

the assignment operator could well be used to create and
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initialise (at the same time) a relation,, Monitoring of

the changes produced in the data base by smash is done with

a display of the RELATION and ATTRIBUTE relations„

Finally, a sequence of interactions showing the use and

effects of algebra operators of the retrieval language is

presented. This sequence includes the use of a single

operator in the query as well as a combination of them.

On passing, some error reporting is also demonstrated.

The sample run follows:-
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login:
Prknx

RESTRICTED RIGHTS

USE, DUPLICATION OR DISCLOSURE IS SUBJECT TO
RESTRICTIONS STATED IN YOUR CONTRACT UITH
UESTERN ELECTRIC COMPANY, INC.

login: jorge
Password:
7. fc date .f
f .tnp1
g 0061
wove failed: datc.o
7. chd(?
7. sync

7.

login: Prknx

RESTRICTED RIGHTS

USE, DUPLICATION OR DISCLOSURE IS SUBJECT TO
RESTRICTIONS STATED IN YOUR CONTRACT UITH
UESTERN ELECTRIC COMPANY, INC.

login: jorge
Password:
% chdir RAL
7. Ral (?
7. DESTROYDB DEMO
Data Base DEMO is gone
7. CREATEDB DEMO
Data Base DEMO has been created.Good luck!
7. Ral DEMO
RAL - MONITOR
0
a

create patient(nwiber:i,factor:f);
create printer(synbol:ci0,rate:f,code:i);
create newpat(nunber:i,factor:f);
create COMPUTER(idNo:i,nane:c25,color:c1O.QatH:i)



display ATTRIBUTE;
?

u

201

- 55 -

RELATION: RELATION

v.

r

! relN&Me 1relOwner!relTine[ re 1Tups!relAtts!relUidth!

[patient [ 13107! 0! . 0! 2! 16!

[printer [ 13107! 0! 0! 3! 26!
! n e w p a t ! 13107! 0! 0! 2! 16!
[COMPUTER ! 13107! 0! 0! 4! 47!

c
RELATION : ATTRIBUTE

! attRelId RID iattOwner attNane attld !attOff ! attFornat attNobyt.!

[patient 0! 13107 lumber 1 ! 0! i 6!
! P a 11 e n t 0! 13107 factor 2! 6! f 10!

! P r i n t e r 1 ! 13107 SVMhoI 1 ! 0! c 10!
! p r i n t e r 1 ! 13107 rate 1 «

C. I 10! f 10!

!p rinter
'

1 ! 13107 code 3! 20! i 6!

!newpat n •
jL 1 13107 lumber 1 ! 0! i 6!

!newpat 2! 13107 factor 1 •
A- 1 6! f 10!

!COMPUTER 3! 13107 ldNo 1 ! 0! i 6!

!COMPUTER 3! 13107 mane 1 •
i. 1 6! c 25!

[COMPUTER 3! 13107 color 3! 31 ! c 10!
!COMPUTER 3! 13107 QatH 4! 41 ! i 6!

c
Any More quenes?(y-n)n
% % cat help

0 COPY i + >: DEMO/patient /usr/jorqe/RAL/Xrel
COPY i ♦ x DEMO/printer /usr/jorge/RAL/Xnew
COPY i - >: DEMO/COMPUTER /usr/jorge/RAL/Xparts

c COPY i - x DENO/newpat /usr/jorge/RAL/Xrel1
"/. sh help
DONE!

O DONE!
DONE!
DONE !

O % Ral DEMO
RAL - MONITOR
0

C a
display patient;



display printer;
display neupat;
?

- 56 -

u

70

q
RELATION : patient

! lumber ! factor 1

! 12 ! 45.0 !
! 34 ! 1.0 :
! 45 ! 34.2 !

RELATION : COMPUTE

! idNo ! nane color QatH i

! 1 ! central processor pink 1 ;
! 2 ! MeMorv gray 32 !
' 3 I disk drive black 2 :
! 4 ! tape drive black 4 i
! 5 ! tapes gray 250 :

RELATION : printer

! synbol ! rate ! code

! line ! 44.2 32 :
! space ! 1.5 5 !
! tabs ! 78.9 4 I
! page ! 123.5 64 :
! special ! 0.0 0 I

RELATION : newpat

! lumber ! factor

1 ! 45.2 !
34 ! 32.7 !
68 ! 9.0 !
56 ! 32.2 !

Any More queries?(y-n)y
RAL - MONITOR



u

c 7
cl

display RELATION;
C display ATTRIBUTE:

39

d
RELATION: RELATION

!re1Name !re1Owner!relTine!rel Tups!relAtts!relUidth!

!patient 1310?: o: 3! 1 •
L. 1 16!

! p r i n t e r : 1310?: o: 5: 3: 26!
! n e w p a t : 1310?: o: 4! n •

i. I 16!
! COMPUTER : 1310?: o: 5: 4: 4?!

o
RELATION : ATTRIBUTE

o !attRelId !RID !attOwner!attNane iattld iattOff !attForMat!attNobyt.!

patient o: 1310? lumber i: o: i 6!

C patient o: 1310? factor n •
t. i 6: f 10!

printer 1: 1310? syrtbol i: o: c 101

printer 1: 1310? rate n •
1 10! f 101

C printer 1: 1310? code 3! 20! i 6!
n e w p a t 2! 1310? vuiMber 1: o: i 6!
n e w p a t 2! 1310? factor 11

i. \ 6! f 10!

c COMPUTER 3! 1310? idNo 1: o: i 6!
COMPUTER 3! 1310? narie n»

i 6! c 25!
COMPUTER 3! 1310? color 3! 31: c 10!

o COMPUTER 31 1310? QatH 4: 41: i 6!

Any More queries?(y-n)n
X 7.

C



Ral DEMO
RAL - MONITOR
0

cl

copy <- COMPUTER;
display copy;
?

w

34

d
RELATION : copy

• nane color QatH

1 central processor pink
_

0 Mehorv gray > 32

3 disk drive black 1
L.

4 tape drive black 4

5 tapes gray 250

Any More queries?(y-n)y
RAL - MONITOR
0
■t

cl

display RELATION;
display ATTRIBUTE;
snash copy;
display RELATION;
display ATTRIBUTE;
.«?

1,$p
display RELATION;
display ATTRIBUTE;
swash copy;
display RELATION;
display ATTRIBUTE;

w

88

q



RELATION: RELATION - 59 -

!relNane relOwner! relTine!relTup 5 ! relAtts!relUidth!

! p a 11 e ri t 13107! 0! 3! 2! 16!

J ! p r l n t e r 13107! 0! 5! 3! 26!

!neupat 13107! 0! 4! 2! 16!

! COMPUTER 13107! 0! 5! 4! 47!

! c opy 13107! 0! 5! 4! 47!

RELATION : ATTRIBUTE

!attRelld RIB !attOwner attNane attld ! attOff ! att.ForMat attNobyt.!

P a 11 e n t 0! 13107 lumber 1 ! 0! l 6!

patient 0! 13107 factor r) »
Am 1 6! f 10!

printer 1 ! 13107 synbol 1 ! 0! c 10!

printer 1 ! 13107 rate 2! 10! f 10!

printer 1 ! 13107 code 3! 20! i 6!
n e w p a t 9 | 13107 lumber 1 ! 0! i 6!

n e w p a t n •
i. 1 13107 factor 1 •

Am 1 6! f 10!

COMPUTER 3! 13107 ldNo 1 ! 0! l 6!
COMPUTER 3! 13107 nane

") •
im 1 6! c 25!

COMPUTER 3! 13107 color 3! 31 ! c 10!
COMPUTER 3! 13107 QatH 4! 41 ! i 6!

copy 4! 13107 idNo 1 ! 0! i 6!

copy 4! 13107 viane
1 •
Am 1 6! c 25!

copy 4! 13107 color 3! 31 ! c 10!

copy 4 ! 13107 QatH 4! 41 ! l 6!

RELATION: RELATION

!relNane ! re 1Owner ! relTirie! re 1 Tups ! rel Atts! relUidth!

! p a 11 e n t ! 13107! 0! 3! n •
jL 1 16!

! p r i n t e r ! 13107! 0! 5! 3! 26!
! n e u p a t ! 13107! 0! 4! n •

im 1 16!
! COMPUTER ! 13107! 0! 5 S 4! 47!

fppnnMMRmMeNHmMNi



RELATION : ATTRIBUTE
- 60 -

[attOwnerlattNane iattld [attGff !attFornat1attNobyt.!!attRelld !RID

[patient 0! 1310? lumber 1 ! Oi i
.'patient 0! 1310? factor 1 •

X. 1 6! f
.'printer 1: 1310? syhbol 1: o; c

[printer 1 ! 1310? rate 2! 10! f
!printer 1: 1310? code 3! 20! l

.' newpat n •
i 1310? lumber i: . o: i

! n e w d a t 2! 1310? factor 2! 6! f
[COMPUTER 3! 1310? ldNo 1 i o: l

[COMPUTER 3! 1310? nane 1 •
4- 1 6! c

[COMPUTER 3! 1310? color 3! 31: c

[COMPUTER 3! 1310? GatH 4! 41 ! i

6!
101
10!
10!
6!
6!
10!
6!
25!
10!
6!

Any More queries?<y-n)n
7. 1



Ral DEMO
RAL - MONITOR
0

- 61 -

swash result ;
result <- patient + newpat
display result;
swash result ;
?

■

w

77

d

RELATION : result

! number ! factor !

12
34
45

1
34
68
56

45.0
1 .0

34.2

9.0

Any more queries?(y-n)y
RAL - MONITOR
0
7

swash newpat;
swash result;
result <- $ <0
result <- patientt nuwber
display result ;

= 34 ]

w

83

MP
swash newpat;
swash result;

result <- patientf nuwber
display result ;
?

-3

* 34 3



1 ,$p
snash newpat; - 62 -

0 sciash result;
result <- patientC nunber = 34 1 ;
display result ;

m 7
u

82

m q

Relation result does not exist in present DP
m

Error of type 13 caused by —> = <— (Line 3)
Details :see User Manual

0 Relation result does not exist in this Data Pase.

Any More queries?(y-n)n
0 XX

10

*

a

3

D

3

O

o

o



Ral DEMO
RAL - MONITOR
0
a - 63 -
display patient ;
result <- patient [nuwber = (34)] ;
display result;
swash result ;
w

$c
7

MP
display patient ;
result <- patient [nuwber = (34)] ;
display result;
swash result ;
7

w

87

q
RELATION : patient

! nuwber ! factor !

! 12 ! 45.0 !
34 ! 1.0!

! 45 : 34.2 :

RELATION : result

! nuwber ! factor !

34 : i.o :



Any More queries?(y-n)n
7. 7. Ral DEMO
RAL - MONITOR
0
a

display patient ;
d#result <- * -C patientCnunber
display result ;
snash result ;
?

M

102
1 ,$p

display patient ;
result <- ' -C patientEnufiber = (45)0 > Cfactor] ;
display result ;
snash result ;
?

w

102

q

- 64 -

= (45): > Cfactor:



RELATION patient

! lumber factor !

! 12 45.0 :
! 34 1.0 i
! 45 34.2 !

RELATION result

! factor 1
1

34.2 :

Any nore queries?(y-n)r>
7 7. sync

X

login:
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CHAPTER 6

A MODEL

6.1 INTRODUCTION

The convenience to users offered by relational data

base management systems, largely and almost entirely due

to the structural simplicity of the relational model, without

any doubts has a cost. Loss of efficiency in these systems

can sometimes be a fearsome price to be paid, particularly

when accesses to several relations is required by one query.

This chapter proposes areas of research where investigation of

new methodology and techniques could produce some fruitful

results on improving the responsiveness of relational data base

management systems. On discussing the matter for sure, our

views will be influenced by our work on RAL. We can only hope that

they are not too biased towards it and a general approach to the

subject does prevail.

6.2 THE MODEL

A simple analytical model of the functional parts of a

typical relational data base management system will be used as an

aid in the detection of the major causes of inefficiency and

therefore areas for research in relational data base systems. As a

of caution, it should be said that in practical implementations of re

ational database management systems some of the modules of our model
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might appear merged into one module and may not exist at all.

The elements of the model, their functions and relationships

are presented and discussed in the sequel:

1. Users submit tasks to be accomplished by the Data Base

Management System using a non-procedural sub-language (NPSL).

2. In the majority of cases and as early as possible, the

DBMS separates retrieval (queries) from non-retrieval

requests. Thus, for obvious reasons queries are able to receive

priority attention.

3. Thereafter, non-retrieval requests are processed apart by the

NON-RETRIEVAL HANDLER, except by calls made by it on the

ACCESS METHODS.

4. In the DECOMPOSER, a query is recognised and transformed

to a set of tokens which are linked together into a complex

data structure (tree, array, etc) as a representation of the

parsed query. The DECOMPOSER in turn, issues calls to the

EVALUATOR to perform more elementary operations on the

relations of the underlying data base. At this point, it should

be noted that our concept of a DECOMPOSER module, in the

general sense, embraces all of the main approaches to

decomposition of queries:

- Iterative decomposition by the tuple substitution (9).

- Translation to an algebraic expression using

relational operators (3), if a NPSL based on first order

predicate calculus is the user interface.

- Compilation to a set of procedures in a hierarchical

or network orientated language (8).

- A combination of the above approaches (4).
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5. The EVALUATOR contains the code for the operations referred

in 4 above. These operations execute the mapping of

relations in the data base to the "result relation" which will

probably need some further processing to make it readable to

the end user. Finally, the EVALUATOR relies on the

ACCESS METHODS to get tuples from the relevent relations.

6. ACCESS METHODS are the interface to the file (or files)

holding the requested relation (s). Hence, the ACCESS METHODS

represent a dedicated process whose function is the transformation

of data usually stored in machine dependent data structures

into machine independent tuples.

7. The file system usually, but not necessarily, is provided

by the host operating system.

8. A DATA BASE DESCRIPTOR acts as a supporting unit to all the

other components of the data base. This unit is indeed

a (mini) data base within a data base. The DATA BASE DESCRIPTOR

models the (user) data base. In Figure 6.1, "supporting data

paths" are a representation of the described relationship.

6.3 EFFICIENCY

It is generally accepted (we believe) that of the time spent in

processing a query, the amount of time spent in compiling/interpreting

(mainly done by the DECOMPOSER) is small when compared to the time

used by the actions of any of the other modules described

in our model. This observation certainly is a good hint as to

where our attention should be directed.

It has been observed that in practically all DBMS supporting

large data bases, the main bottleneck is the transfer rate between

cheap secondary memory and expensive main memory of conventional
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computers. Hence our feelings are that in order to improve

response time of relational data base management systems, studies

should be made primarily in those areas where new techniques could

reduce the traffic of data between main and secondary memory.

From the above discussion, it seems that work at the level of

the DECOMPOSER does not appear very attractive in terms of

possible achievements. If any work is done in the area, it should

be made first of all in the application of known optimization

techniques for compilers (interpreters) to this module of a relational

data base system. This very same discussion seems to point

exactly in the opposite direction and thus work in the EVALUATOR and ACCESS

METHODS modules look very much brighter in terms of feasibility and

importance of results that could be achieved.

6.4 EVALUATOR

All of the operations supported at this level by a Relational

Data Base Management System may be decoded to relational algebra

operators and, in fact, this is the course of action taken by

RDBMS (4) and PRTV (10). The OVQP of INGRES (11) can also be easily

implemented in terms of algebra operators, probably improving

performance if the correct set of algebra operators is chosen.

In order to better understand the work of the EVALUATOR, a

break of it into smaller parts must be done. Out model suggests:

DECODER, TRANSLATOR and SCHEDULER. A brief discussion of them

follows:

6.4.1 DECODER

to map the query in tokens form (forming a tree or other

data structure) into the set of algebra operators available,
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6.4.2 TRANSLATOR

to carry out reordering and transformation of the algebra

operators (and operands) to achieve "efficiency by translation"

(6, 7). The translator clearly stands out as a candidate

area for research. An example (in shorthand notation) of

efficiency by translation follows:-

Let deg (R) = 5, where R is a relation then a double projection

of the form (R2,3)l, on attributes 2 and 3 of relation R first

and then on attribute 1 of the intermediate relation, can be

transformed to the single projection R2. Clearly (R2,3)l = R2.

It will be useful to determine optimal sets of operators for

different environments paying particular attention to the

problem of completeness (3) of the set of operators implemented.

6.4.3 SCHEDULER

mainly concerned with the creation and activation of processes.

Particularly advantageous if multiple processor hardware is

available. Thus a query of the form (R A < cte J) 3,4

can be evaluated as:—

(i). activate the process "restriction" - R £7A < cte J,

and (ii). as soon as a tupla is generated by Ci), and without

waiting for the process "restriction" to finish, activate

the process "projection" — ( ... ) 3,4.

Certainly, a good case for performance improvement is made at

the level of the SCHEDULER, but certainly, some new problems are

introduced. Among these new problems are the concurrent access to

dynamically changing data structures. It will be fruitful thus,

to define data structures better suited for multiprocessing which

will avoid most of the problems introduced by concurrent processing.
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Clearly, research in this area must be done.

6.5 ACCESS METHODS AND DATA STRUCTURES

Clever algorithms to search traditional and new data structures can

be introduced. In particular, the DATA STRUCTURES as well as the

ACCESS METHODS to support them should be selected/designed as to

co-operate with the other areas of optimization. For sure, there are

DATA STRUCTURES/ACCESS METHODS which upset optimization in other

areas eg., B-trees (5) and concurrent processing needs a locking detection

device when adding entries to a B-tree.

Also, more attention should be paid to the searching of data by

content rather than by address, even if this means that only a

partial answer is obtained. An example of the usefulness of this

type of file organisation occurs in a library environment where books

on a certain subject are requested by a user who wants a list of

some titles without demanding for a complete list.

In further dividing the ACCESS METHOD into two sub-units :

SELECTOR and PRIMITIVES, clear benefits are obtained when dealing

with relations having multiple access paths as usually found in

variations on B*-trees (5). The SELECTOR chooses access paths

previous to the invokation of the PRIMITIVES to do the hard work

(primitive level of inout/output).

6.6 CONCLUSIONS

The discussion on efficiency in relational data base management

system held in this chapter without being a comprehensive nor an

in-depth analysis of the area points to elements which seem to

indicate that research should be done primarily on the areas named

in our model as : ACCESS METHODS and EVALUATOR.
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The study of the ACCESS METHODS should concentrate on new data

structures as well as new searching techniques to be applied to the

old data structures and the new-ones.

The work on the EVALUATOR can be particularly profitable if done

on the SCHEDULER and/or the TRANSLATOR.

Of course, a general optimizer for the whole data base

system is not ruled out, but without doubt, the parts mentioned

here will be the main parts of it.
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CHAPTER 7

CONCLUSIONS

A general purpose data base management system supporting

a relational view of data has been developed as an experimental

vehicle. Also, on completion of the project and as a by-product, a

neat relational data base system is made available to users of the

UNIX operating system.

On the design of the user interface to the system, the chosen

relational algebra type of language may not be the best of

interfaces for casual users, but to our understanding it does

the job well. From the point of view of the experimenter on

relational data bases, it is ideal. In any case, its power of

expression is such that other (retrieval) languages could

easily be implemented on top of it.

Regarding the implementation of the data base system, the support

of the host (UNIX) operating system was often sought. This greatly

contributed to a less costly and more understandable implementation.

Whilst on the implementation, we should also say that the C programming

language made the coding of our modular design very easy. Some

exploration of fancy techniques to implement the system was done

but overall, they were left for experimentation to be done outside

this project, and only some hints were dropped towards future

research.
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In fact, rather than a discussion of techniques for improving

the efficiency of our system a more general, and at the same time,

brief dissertation was given in one of our chapters. Aided

by an analytical model we identify areas where research work

towards more efficient relational systems must be done.

In summary, a relational data base management system was

designated and built successfully, thus providing us as well as

other workers in the data base field with a unit for experimentation.

Besides, users of the UNIX operating system have obtained access

to a relational data base management system provided with a

relational algebra language as its user's interface. Finally,

we have gained in experience and knowledge.
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